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Information about the Primrose Balanced Learning Approach:
Balanced Learning is research-informed and combines the best thinking of renowned early learning philosophers like Montessori, Piaget, Gesell and Vygotsky along with modern wisdom from the latest child development research. Research shows that introducing a skill when a child is truly ready leads to mastery instead of frustration.

Cost and Contact Information for Purchasing: The Balanced Learning curriculum is not for sale outside of the Primrose School Franchising Company franchisees and licensed users.

Materials: The Primrose Balanced Learning curriculum has an entire equipment and materials kit. Only Primrose Schools franchisees and licensed users are able to purchase the equipment and materials for the Balanced Learning curriculum.
(Reviewers only may see the Pre-Kindergarten Classroom Materials submission for a full list of all required materials).

**Professional Development:** As part of the *Balanced Learning* curriculum, a detailed professional development plan is included for teachers. (Training is proprietary and reviewers only may see the Professional Development Plan for a full overview of all training teachers receive as part of the *Balanced Learning* curriculum).